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ABSTRACT 
This paper is concerned with the problem of determining the location of eigenval- 
ues for diagonally dominant, unbounded, infinite matrix operators acting on I,, for 
some 1 Q p <m. The results are established using the continuity in the generalized 
sense of a family of closed operators A(p), p E [O, 11. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The importance of Gersgorin theorems for the localization of eigenvalues 
of finite matrices is well established. There are also applications in which 
infinite matrices arise which have a diagonal dominance property. In such 
cases it is natural to try and develop Gersgorin theorems for infinite matrices 
with a view to defining inclusion regions for eigenvalues, and approximation 
of eigenvalues and eigenvectors. An interesting paper establishing results of 
that kind was published recently by Shivakumar, Williams, and Rudraiah [5], 
but their analysis is restricted to matrix operators acting on 1, and I,. In [l] 
the present authors develop an analogous theory for matrix operators on l,, 
where 1~ p Q 03, but using a constructive approach involving a sequence of 
simple approximating matrix operators. Although that ana!ysis succeeds in 
extending the range of p (thereby allowing the use of Hilbert space concepts 
in the case of p = 2) the results when p = 1,~ are just weaker than those of 
the paper [5]. 
In this paper it is shown how the results of [5] can be both strengthened 
and extended to more general values of p. In this work and our preceding 
paper [l] we show that for a matrix operator A, any set of r Gersgorin discs 
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whose union is disjoint from all other Gersgorin discs intersects the spectrum 
of A in a finite set of eigenvalues of A with total algebraic multiplicity r. 
In Section 2 we establish the main theorem with the hypotheses concem- 
ing row diagonal dominance. The dual results for column diagonal dominance 
appear in Section 3. Section 4 contains an interesting special case in which 
any pair of discs may have one and only one point in common. 
Before stating our first theorem we introduce some notation that will be 
used throughout the paper. For a matrix A = (aij> write A = D + F, where 
D=diag(a,,,a,,,... ) and F = A - D. The symbol C; will always denote the 
sum from one to infinity excluding the index j = i. We define the row and 
column sums of A: 
pi = C’l”ijlT Qi = C’lajil> 
and the corresponding Gersgorin discs (where they exist): 
Rj = (z E @: [z - uiil < Pi}, Ci=(zEE:lz-aiil~Qj}, 
where C is the set of complex numbers. The algebra of bounded linear 
operators on a Banach space X is denoted by -8’(X). The spectrum and 
resolvent sets of an operator A are denoted by a(A) and p(A), respectively. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we extend Theorem 5 of [5] so that it applies to matrix 
operators on I,, 1 <p < M (i.e. operators with domain and range in I,>> and 
also admits the case of any finite subset of discs that is disjoint from the rest. 
The domain of a matrix operator A on 1,) is denoted by g(A), i.e., 
_@A) = {x E 2,: Ax E I,,}. Its range is denoted by 9(A). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A = (aij) be a matrix operator on I,, 1 < p <<cQ, and 
assume that: 
(1) aii + 0 for all i EN and luiij +UJ us i -+m. 
(2) There exists a u E [O,l) such that for all i E N, 
Pi = C’lUijl = UjlUijl, u,E[O,o]. 
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(3) Either FD-’ E J(Z,,) and (I + p FD-‘)-’ exists and is in _/(Z,,) 
for every /_L =(0,1-J, or D-‘F E _&Zr) and (I + pD_‘F)-’ exists and is in 
-Y(Z,) for every CL E (0,ll. 
Then the spectrum u(A) of the closed operator A is nonempty and consists of 
discrete nonzero eigenvalues lying in the set UT=, R i. Furthermore, any set of 
r Gersgorin discs whose union is disjoint from all other Gersgorin discs 
intersects a(A) in a finite set of eigenvalnes of A with total uZgebruic 
multiplicity r 
NOTES. 
(1) When p = 03, the condition a,, z 0 for all i E N and hypothesis (2) 
imply hypothesis (3). In this case it is easily seen that ]I D-‘FII, < 1. 
(2) Condition (3) of Theorem 2.1 is difficult to verify for a general matrix. 
However, it is known (see Theorem 9, p. 174 of [4]) that if the infinite matrix 
B = (b,,) satisfies the conditions 
SUP C lbijl <m 
jCZN i=l 
and 
SUP 5 lbijl <ccl> 
iEN j=l 
then B E J(Z,) for all I < p <CQ. 
Proof. We consider the case in which FD-’ E _&Z,) and (I + 
/.LFD-‘)-’ exists and is in _Y(ZJ for every /.L E [0, I]. The other case [see 
hypothesis (311 has no new features. Define A(p) = D + t.~ F for all I_L E [0, I]. 
The theorem will be established in five steps. 
1. For every t.~ E [O, 11, A&) is a closed operator with a compact 
imerse. Let p E [0, 11. From the compactness of D-’ and hypothesis (3), it 
follows that A-‘(I.L) is compact on 1,. As A-‘(p) is closed, so is A(w). 
2. For every p E [O, 11, the spectrum of a(A&)) of A(p) consists of 
isolated eigenvulues. Let /_L E[O, 11 and A E a(A(p)). Since APi&) is 
compact, then A + 0 and A - ’ is an eigenvalue of A- ‘(~1. From Lemma 2.1 
of [l], it follows that h is an eigenvalue of A(p). If A were not isolated, then 
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there would be a sequence of distinct eigenvalues of A-‘(p) converging to 
the nonzero eigenvalue A-’ of A-l(p), which is impossible by the compact- 
ness of A-‘(p). 
3. lf A is an eigenualue of A(p) and p E [0, l], then A E UT= ,(z E 
C:Jz - ajiJ < PPJ. As in step [2] of Theorem 2.2 of [I], this result follows 
from hypotheses (1) and (2). 
4. A(p) is a continuous function in the generulized sense at ecery 
p. E [0, 11, i.e., given pu,, E [0, l] and an E E (0, m), there is a 6 E (0, m> such 
that if I_L E [0, l] and 1~ - p,,] < 6 then g(A(v), A&,))) < E, where 
g(A(& A(~~11 d enotes the gap between A(p) and A(ko). The proof is an 
easy application of a resolvent identity combined with Corollary IIS.2 of [2] 
and Theorems IV.2.14, 20 of [3]. 
5. Let R = lJ Iz,Rk,, k, < . . . < k,, be disjoint from the other 
Gersgorin discs. Then the spectrum of A in R is a finite set of eigenvalues of A 
with total algebraic multiplicity equal to r. 
From step 3, there exists a real 6 > 0 such that each disc of {R,(6)}:= I
has a nonempty intersection with only finitely many discs of the sequence. 
Since R is disjoint from the other discs, then a closed Jordan curve I can be 
drawn so that (a) R is a proper subset of U = int r and (b) 6 n Rj = 0 if 
jE{k,,...,k,}. Th us . f rom steps 2 and 3, it is clear that I consists of regular 
points of A(p) for all p E [O,l]. Let I’(F) be the Riesz projector for A(p) 
and r for every /.L E [O, 11. At p = 0, a(A(O)) consists of the eigenvalues nii 
with corresponding eigenvectors ei, i E N, where e, are the unit coordinate 
vectors in 1,. Hence from properties (a) and (b), it is easily seen that 
dim .%‘(P(O)) = r, where dim Z%‘(P(O)) denotes the dimension of g(P(OI). 
From step 4 and Theorem IV.3.16 of [3], there exists a 6, E (0, l] such that 
dim a(P(p.>) = r for all ,u E [O, S,]. 
Let s^ = sup{6 : 0 < 6 < 1, dim &%‘( P(p)) = r for all p E [0, S]). Then 8 E 
(O,l], and in fact we are to prove that 8 = 1. Since I consists of regular 
points of A(&, th en we may use Theorem IV.3.16 of [3] and step 4 to show 
that if dim a( P(8)) # r, we can find a 6 E (0,8) close enough to 8 that 
dim g(P(S)) z r, which is impossible by the definition of 8. Hence . 
dim 9(P(6)) = r. 
If 8 < 1, then from the fact that dim 9(P(&) = r and the definition of 8, 
it follows that for any 6’ E (8, l] there is a p’ E (8, S’] such that dim 9( P(p’)) 
# r. But from the fact that dim 9(P(8)) = r and step 4, we may use 
TheorFm IV.3.16 of [3] to find a 6, E (8,1] such that dim 9(P(pI) = r for all 
I_L E [ 6, a,], a contradiction. Therefore we must have s^ = 1, and from 
dim 9(P(&)) = r, th e result follows. This completes the proof of the theo- 
rem. n 
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3. THE DUAL THEOREM 
In this section we consider matrix operators having column diagonal 
dominance. If p > 1 in Theorem 2.1, the following theorem can be consid- 
ered as the dual of that theorem. Namely, we have: 
TIIEOKE.M 3.1. Let A =(uij> be a matrix operator on l,, 1~ p <m, and 
assume that: 
(1) ujj#OforuZZj~N and lujjl-+w usj+m. 
(2) There exists a u E [O, 1) such that for all j E N, 
Qj = C’IUijI = qIujjI> uj E [o,u]. 
(3) Either FD-’ E _&I,), and (I + /_LFD-‘)-’ exists and is in -/(I,) 
for every F E (0, l], or D-‘F E _&I,), and (I + p D-‘F)-’ exists and is in 
_.Y(Z,) for every p E (0, 11. 
Then the spectrum a(A) of the closed operator A is nonempty and consists of 
discrete nonzero eigenvulues of A lying in the set U y= ,Cj. 
Furthermore, any set of r Gersgorin discs whose union is disjoint from all 
other Gersgorin discs intersects a(A) in a finite set of eigenvalues of A with 
totul ulgebruic muZtipZicity r. 
NOTE. When p = 1, the condition ajj z 0 for all j E N and hypothesis 
(2) imply hypothesis (31, since I] FD-‘/Ii < 1 in this case. The proof of 
Theorem 3.1 is the same as that of Theorem 2.1, except in step [3], so we 
confine our discussion to that step. Namely: lf A is an eigenvulue of A, then 
A E lJy= 1 Cj (the union of the discs defined by the column of A). 
Since Qj <m for all j E N, then ej E %A) for all j E N. So 9(A) is 
dense in 1, and, using Theorem VII.l.l of [6], it follows that the dual A’ of A 
exists and that A’= At’ on _@A’). As in step 1 of the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
A-’ is compact on Z,,. The boundedness of A-’ implies A # 0, and from 
Lemma 2.1 of [ 11, A -’ is an eigenvalue of A- ‘. Now we may use Theorem 
X.5.2 of [6] to deduce from the compactness of A-’ that A - ’ is an 
eigenvalue of (A-‘)‘. But since 9(A) = g(A-‘) = 1, and g(A) is dense in 
Z,, then from Theorem VIII.6.1 of [6], (APi)‘=(A’ Hence A-’ is an 
eigenvalue of (A’)- ‘. So from Lemma 2.1 of [l], it follows that A is an 
eigenvalue of A’= A”. It is easily seen that A” satisfies hypotheses (1) and 
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(2) of Theorem 2.1 on I,, where l/p + l/q = 1. Hence using the proof of 
step [2] of Theorem 2.2 of [l], one can prove that A belongs to the discs 
defined by the rows of At’, and the result follows. (Notice that we used only 
hypotheses (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.2 of [l] in proving step [2] of that 
theorem.) W 
A result on I, similar to and complementing that given in Theorem 3.1 is 
introduced in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A = (aij) be a matrix operator on l,, and assume that: 
(1) ajj#OforaZZj~N and lajjI+masj+m. 
(2) There exists a (T E [0, 1) such that for uZZ j E N, 
Qj = C’IaijI = TIajjI> uj E [O,a]. 
(3) Either FD-’ E _&I_,), (I + pFD-‘)-’ exists und is in _k’(Z,> for 
every I_L E (0, 11, and every row of F is in I,, or D-‘F E _.&I,), and 
(I + p D-‘F)-’ exists and is in -81,) f or every p E (0, 11. Then the spec- 
trum a(A) of the closed operator A is nonempty and consists of discrete 
nonzero eigenvalues of A lying in the set LJy= 1 Cj. Furthermore, any set of r 
Gersgorin discs whose union is disjoint from all other Gersgorin discs 
intersects u(A) in a finite set of eigenvalues of A with total algebraic 
multiplicity r. 
NOTE. It is clear that if D-‘F E _.&I,), then every row of F is in 1,. 
Proof. It is clear that A -’ is compact on I, and that every row of A is 
in I,. Hence from Theorem I(d) of [5], it follows that every eigenvalue of A 
lies in the set l_ly=, Cj. The rest of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 
2.1. W 
4. ALMOST DISJOINT DISCS 
In this section we make a hypothesis on the geometry of the Gersgorin 
discs [see (4) of Theorem 4.2 below] that can be loosely described as “almost 
disjoint” discs. At the same time we are able to weaken the condition of 
diagonal dominance somewhat [hypothesis (2) below]. In this respect (and in 
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the action on I,, of course) this theorem generalizes Theorem 5 of [5]. First 
we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose the matrix operator A = ( aij) on l,, 1~ p < 00, 
satisjes the following hypotheses: 
(1) laiil +m as i +cQ. 
(2) )a,, - ajjl 3 Pi + pj for al2 i,j E N, i # j. 
IfthediscR={zEC:lIz-al<r), r E [0, co>, is disjoint from lJy= 1 Ri ( Ri = 
{z E C: Iz - aiil < Pi} for all i E N), th en there is a real 6 > 0 such that the 
disc(zEC:lz-al<r+6}isaZsodisjointfrom Uyz=lRi. 
NOTE. It is clear that for every n E N, 
dist(R,R,) = Umkrn dist(u,R,) = min mm IU - al>O. 
u6R ~;ER,~ 
This is because the function r,k, : R, - R defined by $,(w) = IU - 01, u E R, 
is continuous on the compact set R, and has only positive values (U 4 R,). 
SO it has a positive minimum. Hence the function cp: R + [w defined by 
q(u) = min, E R,, ju - 01 = dist(u, R,) has only positive values. Also, 9 is 
continuous on the compact set R, and hence it has a positive minimum. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then for every n E N, there is a positive 
integer k, such that 
O<dist(R,R,,,)<i. (4.1) 
Since lak,,k,, I + ~0 as n + 03, then from (4.1) it follows that P, + co as n + m. 
So there are two different positive integers k,,, and k r such that 0 < Icx~,,,~,,, - 
akrk,l < Pk,,, + Pk,, which is impossible by hypothesis (2). n 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A = (aij) be a matrix operator on l,, 1~ p ~03, and 
assume that: 
(1) aii # 0 for all i EN, and laii( +CQ as i +m. 
(2) For every i E N, 
Pi = C’laiil = ailaiil, where ai E [0, 11. 
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(3) Either FD-’ E _.Y(l,), and (I + /_LFD-‘)-’ exists and is in J(l,,) 
for every TV E (0, I], or D-‘F E J(l,), and (I + /_LD~‘F)-’ exists and is in 
_/(Z,) for every t_6 E (0, 11. 
(4) laii - ajjl > Pi + Pj fw all i,j E N, i f j. 
Then the spectrum of A consists of a discrete, countable set of nonzero 
eigenvalues {Ai : i E N), and f or every i E N, Ai E Ri. Furthermore, if strict 
inequality obtains in (4) for a fixed i and all j + i, then Ai is a simple 
eigenvalue .
NOTE. 
(a) From hypotheses (2) and (4), it is clear that there are two different 
positive integers n, and n, such that OP Ri if i EN-{n,,n,}. 
(b) When p =m and supi EN a, < I, then the condition aii # 0 for all 
i E N and hypothesis (2) imply hypothesis (3). In this case it is easily seen 
that I( D-‘FII, < 1. (Thus Theorem 4.2 includes Theorem 5 of [5].) 
Proof. We consider the case in which FD-’ E _.&I,) and (I + 
/_LFD-‘)- ’ exists and is in -/(1,) for every p E [0, I]. The other case [see 
hypothesis (311 has no new features. Define A(p) = D + t_~ F for all p E [0, I]. 
The theorem will be established in eight steps. The proofs of step I, 2, 3, and 
4 are the same as those of steps I, 2, 3, and 4 of Theorem 2.1, respectively. 
1. For every t_~ E [O, I], A(h) is a closed operator with a compact 
inverse. 
2. For every TV E[O,I], the spectrum a(A&)) of A(p) consists of 
isolated eigenvalues. 
3. If A is an eigenvalue of A(p) and ,U E [O, l), then 
4. A(~.L) is a continuous function in the generalized sense at every 
CL E IO, II. 
5. lf A is an eigenvalue of A, then A E I_):= 1 R,. Suppose the contrary. 
Then there is an eigenvalue of A of A such that A P IJ’p= 1 Ri. From step 2 (A 
is an isolated eigenvalue of A) and Lemma 4.1 there is a disc C with center 
A and a positive radius such that C f~ o(A) = {A} and C n(t_IyZ”,, Ri) = 0. Let 
P(F) be the Riesz projector for A(p), I_L E [0, I], and the boundary of C. 
Since dim S%‘( P(1)) # 0, then from step 4 above and Theorem IV.3.16 of [3] 
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there is a pa E [0, 1) such that dim 9(P(p,J) = dim ~%‘(P(lj) # 0, which is 
impossible, since by steps 2 and 3 the spectrum of A(pa) is a subset of the 
set lJy= 1 Ri. 
6. Let i E k4 and /_L E [O,l>. Then we hawe: 
(a) Ri contains one and only one eigenvalue of A(p); if Pi > 0 then this 
eigenvalue of A(p) is simple and is in the interior of Ri. Let i E N and 
I_L E [O,l). If Pi = 0, then Ri = {a,,} and aii is an eigenvalue of A(p) with 
corresponding eigenvector e,. Now consider the case Pi > 0. Since A(p) 
satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 and the Gersgorin disc {,z E C : (z - 
aiil < pPi} of A(p) is disjoint from the other Gersgorin discs of A(p), then 
from Theorem 2.1, it follows that the disc {z E C: lz - aii( < pPi} contains 
one and only one simple eigenvalue of A(p). Hence, from hypothesis (4) and 
the fact that the eigenvalues of A(p) 1 ie in the set lJ~=i{z E C:]z - aiil < 
pPi} (see Theorem 2.11, the disc Ri = {z E C: ]z - aiil < Pi} contains in its 
interior one and only one simple eigenvalue of A(p). Denote this eigenvalue 
by hi(p). This proves part (a). 
(b) Ri contains at least one eigenvalue of A. If Pi > 0 then from Theorem 
IV.3.16 of [3], step 4 above, and part (a), it follows that Rj should contain at 
least one eigenvalue of A. If Pi = 0, then Ri = {aJ and aii is an eigenvalue 
of A with corresponding eigenvector e,. This proves part (b). 
7. The set of the eigenvalues of A is a countable set {Ai : i E kJ), and fm 
every iEN, AiE Ri. Let j EN. Since limp,,-]/A-‘(p)- A-‘]] = 0 (this 
follows from Theorem IV.2.23 of [3] and step 4), then we may use Remark 
IV.3.3 of [3] to deduce that lim, ~ 1 - dist( Ai I(F), (T( A - ‘)) = 0. This implies 
that if ,z E a(A)n Rj, then IAj(p.)- z] = ]hj&)] Iz-l - AJ~i@)] Iz] - 0 as 
/J+1-. Hence lim, _ 1 - dist(Aj(~),~(A)n Rj>= 0. Hence by part (b) of 
step 6, there is an eigenvalue Aj of A in Rj such that lim,,,- Aj&) = Aj. 
This proves that a(A) contains the countable set {Aj : i E N) of eigenvalues of 
A, where Ai E Ri for every i E k4. Now we prove a(A) = (Ai : i E N}. 
Let A E c+(A). From the condition (aiil -+ Q, as i + ~0 (each diagonal 
element aii of A, i E N, is repeated finitely many times along the diagonal), 
step 5, and hypothesis (41, there is a finite nonempty subset Nh of N such 
that A E R, if and only if n E Nh. Hence from step 2 [A is isolated in a(A)] 
and Lemma 4.1, it follows that there is a positive real ai such that the disc 
N(A,~~)=(~E~=:I~-AI~~~} t f sa is ies N(A,6i)n Ri =0 if i E N* and 
N(A, 6i)n a(A) = {A). 
If A @{Ai : i E kJ}, then there is no i E FV with lim,, i- hi(p) = A. Hence 
there is a positive 6, < 8: and a strictly increasing sequence {~,,)~=i of 
points in (0,l) such that pn + l- and the disc N(A, 6,) = (z E C: Iz - A] < S,} 
consists of regular points of A for all n E N [here we use the fact that 
Ri n &A&,)) = {Ai(pn)) for all i, n E N; see step 6, part (a)]. Let P(P) be 
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the Riesz projector for A(p), p l [0,1], on the boundary of N(A,6,). Since 
dim 9( P(1)) + 0, then from Theorem IV.3.16 of [3] and step 4 there is an 
no E N such that dim LZ’(P(~~)) = dim 9(P(l)) + 0 for all n > no, which is 
impossible, since dim LZ(P(p,,)) = 0 f or all n E N. This proves the statement. 
8. i’fk E N is such that lakk - ajjl > P, + P, for all j # k, then h, is a 
simple eigenvalue of A. From the assumption and step 7, it follows that 
(T(A) n R, = (hk}, and by Lemma 4.1, a closed Jordan curve I, can be drawn 
so that R, is a proper subset of U, = int I, and vk n Rj = 0 if j # k. From 
steps 3 and 5, it is clear that I, consists of regular points of A(p) for every 
p E [0, 11. From step 4, step 6(a), and Theorem IV.3.16 of [3] it is easily seen 
that A, is a simple eigenvalue. This completes the proof of the theorem. n 
REMARKS. 
(I) In Theorem 5 of [5] it is assumed that every column of the matrix 
operator A is in I,, while in Theorem 4.2 we do not reqire such a 
hypothesis. We give an example to illustrate this point. Define a matrix 
operator A on I, by 
A= 
1 ’ z 0 0 0 ... 
1 6 1 0 0 ... 
2 0 12 1 0 ... 
3 0 0 20 I ..* 
. . . . . . . . . 
. . . . . 
where for n > 2, a,, = n - 1 and a,,,, = n(n + 1). Theorem 5 of [5] does not 
apply to this matrix operator, since the first column of A is not in 1,. 
However, it is clear that A satisfies hypotheses (1) and (4) of Theorem 4.2. 
Also A satisfies hypothesis (2) of this theorem, since Pi < $aiil for all i E N. 
It is easily verified that ]I D-‘F/I, = i < 1, so that A satisfies hypothesis (3) of 
Theorem 4.2. So a(A) = {Ai : i E N}, where ]A, -I] <i and Ihi - i(i + l)] < 
1 + i Far i >, 2. 
(II) Matrix operators that would satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 
[and specially hypothesis (2)] an d would not be included in Theorem 5 of [5] 
can be constructed as follows: Let the matrix operator have diagonal entries 




a,_ l,i-1, i = 2,3,..., 
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and assume that - 1 is not an eigenvalue of D-IF. The off-diagonal 
elements may then be chosen in any way consistent with the condition that 
i 
Pi = ----a.. 
i+1 *I’ 
i E Pd. 
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